Abstract. Depending on the partial wave series expression, the scattering of a fluid spheroid illuminated by a zeroth-order Bessel beam is calculated in the spherical coordinate. For a fluid spheroid, the scattering is associated with the host medium, and the immersed spheroid medium. Although spherical and cylinder fluid objects has been discussed a lot before, a prolate and oblate fluid spheroid has not been investigated deeply. In the paper, two limited boundary conditions (Neumann and Dirichlet) are presented and discussed about far-field scattering form functions. By comparing these two limited conditions, the analysis could be applied into underwater detection and acoustic tweezers, or other fields. For other fluid materials, this method could also be utilized to calculate and analyze.
Introduction
Over the past decades, there has been an amount of discussions about Bessel beams for optics [1] , electromagnetic [2] and acoustical scattering [3] . When the incident plane wave encounters an obstacle, the diffraction, which could change the amplitude and phase of the sound wave, would occur. Taking the advantage of no-diffraction, the Bessel beam provides an attractive alternative to using the plane wave and Gaussian beams in a wealth number of applications. Furthermore, Bessel beams are self-healing; if the part of the beam is obstructed or distorted, the Bessel beam could recover after a characteristic propagation distance by itself.
Motivated by the prominent advantages of the Bessel beam, the acoustical scattering of the Bessel beam centered on the prolate and oblate spheroids could be worth investigating. Meanwhile, the incident acoustical field would be affected by the target object illuminated by the incident beam, since the incident wave would reflect, scatter, and refract off the targets' surface. Note that because of the geometry of the prolate and oblate spheroid different from a sphere, the analytic formula would clearly lead to the inaccuracies in the prediction of the scattering and other mechanical effects of the acoustical waves.
The rigid spheroid has been investigated for a long history. However, less attention of the liquid spheroid has been gotten till 1964 when the exact solution of the diffraction of plane sound waves by an acoustically penetrable oblate spheroid was obtained for the first time [4] . And a series of reports on the scattering of waves by a penetrable prolate spheroid and the exact solution of the scattering of acoustical waves by a liquid prolate spheroid were obtained [5] . Recently, there are more papers about the approximate solution based on the discussions before [6] . Otherwise, two different methods for a plane acoustic wave from a penetrable prolate or oblate spheroid are used for the evaluation [7] . In addition, Edmundo Lavia et al. derived a computational method to calculate the exact solution for liquid spheroid which agrees with reported predicted results obtained through approximated solution for far-field and near-field regimes [8] . Based on the discussions of the scattering of the fluid spheroid, the acoustical radiation force of a fluid spheroid or a liquid-filled spherical shell could be obtained, which could benefit the application of the biomedical, drug deliver, biochemistry and other areas [9] .
For a sphere, the solution approach could be obtained by the separated variable, based on an expansion of the spherical wave function. Therefore, the calculation of the prolate and oblate spheroid could be gotten through this similar way.
Theory
Consider a fluid spheroid immersing in the non-viscous fluid under the illumination of an acoustical monochromatic zeroth-order Bessel beam, and the incident upon a spheroid centered on its axis of wave propagation [end-on incident ( Fig. 1) ]. The ideal fluid surrounding the spheroid has an acoustical velocity and a density . The incident pressure field could be expressed as a PWSE as [10, 11] :
where is the acoustical pressure amplitude, is the spherical Bessel function of zeroth-order of the first kind, is the Legendre function, is the wave number of the surrounding fluid, and is the half-cone angle of the Bessel beam. The complex scattered pressure field from the fluid spheroid in the surrounding non-viscous fluid could be expressed as:
where is the scattering coefficient for the host medium, and ℎ ( ) is the spherical Hankel function of the first kind.
Since the scattering object is composed of a fluid material, the internal pressure field inside the fluid spheroid could be expressed as:
where is the inward wave coefficient of the internal wave, is the internal wavenumber, is the internal density.
Since the surface shape function ( ) of the fluid spheroid is an azimuthal symmetry rotation structure and only relies on the polar angle , its expression could be written by:
where parameter and are the semi-axes, respectively.
The key point of this paper, is to apply continuity of the pressure and the normal component of the fluid media particle velocity at the boundary, = ( ), as:
where:
with and denoting the outward unit vectors along the radial and polar directions, respectively.
The coefficient and included in Eq. (2) and (3) for the fluid spheroid can be obtained after substituting Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) into Eqs. (5) and (6) through Eq. (7). This procedure leads to a system of linear equations:
where Ψ ( ), Ψ ( ) and Ψ ( ) could be given, respectively, by:
(cos ),
where Γ ( ), Γ ( ) and Γ ( ) could be given, respectively, by:
(cos ) −
. (11) To get rid of the influence, the variable angle in the linear Eqs. (10) and (11), PWSEs with separable variables in Eqs. (5) and (6) could be considered. Hence, Eqs. (10) and (11) could be applied into the orthogonality condition of the Legendre functions as:
where , is the Kronecker delta function. Therefore, Eqs. (8) and (9) could be rewritten by a new system of linear equations as, respectively:
The far field form function could be expressed as:
where = max( , ).
Numerical results
Note that a water spheroid in air, the water drop could be defined as a rigid spheroid, since there is large mismatch impendence between liquid and air, which could be considered as the Neumann boundary condition, meaning the normal velocity between the fluid prolate and oblate spheroid and the host medium is zero. Based on this character, the correction of the fluid spheroid could be verified. Meanwhile, for a gas-filled spheroid in water, which is different from a water spheroid, the boundary condition could be considered as Dirichlet, meaning the pressure between the fluid prolate and oblate spheroid and the host medium is zero. Then, we will discuss about these two conditions above. The analysis will center on backscattering form function, polar scattering form function, and near-field scattering pressure. Because of the accuracy of the spherical Hankel functions with the increasing number of terms based on PWSE in this paper, the calculation method could only be applied into calculation and analysis for a prolate and oblate spheroid with a maximum aspect ratio of 3/1 or a minimum aspect ratio of 1/3.
Note that when = 0°, the incident wave corresponds to the plane wave. Consider the example that = 1000 kg/m Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . The 3D far-field form function directivity patterns of the Neumann boundary condition are shown in Fig. 2 , with ⁄ = 1/3, ⁄ = 1/2, ⁄ = 2/1, ⁄ = 3/1 for = 5 or = 5. Fig. 3 shows the 3D far-field form function directivity patterns of the Dirichlet boundary condition, respectively. Also, the fluid prolate and oblate spheroid is illuminated by the zeroth-order Bessel beam (half-cone angle = 0°, = 30°, = 60°), which is correspondent to the form function for different dimensionless frequency.
By comparing the Neumann boundary condition and the Dirichlet boundary condition, there are not many differences between two conditions for the ratio ⁄ = 1/3, 1/2 under the half-cone Bessel beam angle = 0° and = 30°. However, for = 60°, the middle scattering directivity tends towards the back for Neumann condition, which tends forward for Dirichlet condition in contrast. As observed in Fig. 2(g)-(l) and Fig. 3(g)-(l) , the scattering of the fluid spheroid in the forward half part is obvious for two different conditions clearly. However, the backward depression for Neumann condition would be a little stronger than that for the Dirichlet condition. By comparing with two limited conditions for the Neumann condition and the Dirichlet condition, analysis of the scattering form function would be helpful to detect the prolate and oblate objects underwater. 
Conclusions
Through the discussions about the fluid spheroid illuminated by a zeroth-order Bessel beam along the axial incidence direction under two limited boundary condition, the form functions about a prolate and oblate fluid spheroid could be obtained based on the separation of variables in spherical coordinate. It is confirmed that the spherical coordinate could be applied into solution of a prolate and oblate spheroid in some degree, not only spherical fluid particles. Meanwhile, the results for the Neumann boundary condition has been obtained, hence the consequence of the Dirichlet boundary condition could also been gotten easily. Additionally, the pressure field for the incident wave and the scattering wave could be derived, and the nature could be obtained easily with particular emphasis on the half-cone angle of the Bessel beam, the dimensionless frequency, and the ratio of the spheroid. By comparing two boundary conditions, the properties of the scattering for a fluid spheroid could be distinguished easily, thus these could also be applied into practical detection underwater.
